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1. Installation

1.1 Unzipping
1) Download the files from the link we sent you via e-mail
2) Place the files in a capient space of the computer (ex: an hard drive)
3) Unzip the files with an unzipper like “WinRar” (PC) or Unarchiver (Mac) .
- PC, WinRar: Select the files, then right click > “Extract inside a folder”. Remember to unzip all the
files in a unique folder!
- Mac, Unarchiver: Unzip the files, if they go in different folders, then move all the file of the different
folders in just one folder.

1.2 Opening the files in Kontakt
- Open your Kontakt Full Version as plug-in or standalone.
- Drag and Drop or go to File > Load instrument and open the file “1 - Due Big.nki”
The software will load all the samples. This operation can take some times.
To save time in the loading session, we recommend you to save again the .nki patch by overwriting it.
To do it click “Files” in the Kontakt menu, then > Save As > Due – First Piano.
Now your library is ready to use!
If Kontakt says that some samples are missing, try to check the label “Allow alternative file type”, and then
searching the samples by clicking “Browse for folder”. The search folder in this step should be the “XPERIMENTA
Due ” folder inside. If you still have problems, write us: info@xperimentaproject.com

1.3 Saving the library in the Quick-Load menu
If you want to find the XPERIMENTA Due library in a easier and fast way then opening it from the
browser, you can add the files in the “QuickLoad” menù.
The Quick-Load menù is a window on Kontakt that allows you to store some of your favourite presets
and instruments, so that you can load them “on the road”. To add your library on the Quick-Load
menu:
-

Left-click in a black zone of Kontakt. The software will open a window called “Quick-Load”
Select the “Instr” button
To add a new folder, just left-click in the blank area of the quick-load and select “Add new folder”
Drag and drop the .nki file from the “Due Library” folder to the quick-load blank area or inside
a quick-load folder. You can do this operation from the explorer (in standalone mode) or from the
browser inside Kontakt (“Files”)
More info in the Kontakt User Manual.
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2. Pages

2.1 Main view controls
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2.2

Mics page

Close: a mix with 2 AB microphones + ORTF pair + bass microphone
Player: 2 AB microphones looking the keys
Room: a mix of 4 microphones around in the room
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2.3 Sound page

What's repedaling and overtones? Go to the “Functions” chapter,
below in this little guide.
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2.4 Settings page

Formant
“Formant” is a feature that changes the speed of the samples. It allows you change the “size” of
the piano, and to make a big an warm sound (-12), or a chipmonk, honky-tonky effect (+12).
Feeling (new in 1.5)
“Feeling” is a unique features that allows you to simulate the responce of the weighted keyboard
of the piano. When “Feeling” is on (<1), the sound of the piano in the lower velocities will be
delayed. You can choose the amount of the delay by increasing/decreasing this parameter. Note
that the hammer noise is not affected by this parameter.
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2.5 Effects
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3. Functions
3.1 Sympathetic Resonance
The Sympatetic Resonance is the resonance that we can hear when the sustain pedal is
pressed. The played notes will have a “richer” and bigger sound, like a reverb: the note
We sampled the sympathetic resonance of the pianos for each tone and in multiple

What to know?
The resonance will start when the damper pedal is pressed before playing a note or
You can adjust the volume of the s.resonance in the “Settings” page.
3.2 Repedaling
The “repedaling function” wants to simulate a natural resonance effect of every acoustic
piano. We can appreciate it when releasing the keys and then fastly pressing the sustain
pedal, or when pulling and immediately pushing the damper pedal: the resonance of the
previous notes will continue to resonate.
This helps a lot to make the sound much more acoustic and natural. We wanted to add
a control to adjust the intensity of this effect, so we added a “Repedaling” control in
the Settings page.
The volume of the repedaling depends on an algorythm that we created, and is based on:

- The velocity of the previous note
- How much did it lasts
- The position of the key
- How long did it take to press the sustain pedal: the time between the last key-off or pedal-off
This function works if the sustain pedal is pressed after max 320 milliseconds of the release
of a key or of the pedal.
It is possible to switch on/off the Repedaling function in the “Sound” page.
3.3 Overtones
The “Overtones” function was built to simulate the harmonic resonance of the overtones in the
strings of the piano.
We can appreciate it when pressing softly a cluster of keys in the lower range and then playing
staccato notes in the higher register. The software will generate the “overtones”, based on wich
is pressed. This function will give a natural touch to the instrument and a richer sound.
The “Overtones” function generates a harmonic voice based on the interval of the key that is
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key

pressing and the new pressed key. The intervals that generate the overtones are: III, IV, V, XII
You can adjust the volume of the overtones in the “Sound” page, after the bypass led.
P.S. This function may be a bit heavy for the computer when a lot of keys are pressed, if the
CPU
overloads we recommend you to bypass the effect or try to increase the latency of your
soundcard.

4.1

Patches overview

In XPERIMENTA Due main folder, you can find 4 patches (.nki files).
 Due – First Piano: a Grand Coda C7 sampled Piano with all the features.
 Due – Second Piano: a half-coda C3 sampled Piano with all the features.
 Due – First Piano Light: is the same patch as the “First Piano”, but with less samples (1 each
two keys), no IR Convolution Reverb to simulate the body of the piano and no round-robin on
release samples. This patch allows you to play at low buffers with a good CPU and Ram usage. Is
recommended for live situation, in slower computers or when “Due” is used in a big project and
you need to save Ram and CPU resources.
 Due – Second Piano Light: The same as the first piano light.
 Bonus Patches: special FX made with the samples. Try them! It might be that there're no
parameters and GUI.

If you want, you can submit your special patch so we can add it to the “Bouns patches” folder.
Write us at info@xperimentaproject.com
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